
I ASK WHY NOT?

CONFERENCE TECHNICAL 
FACILITIES
Interpretation, PA, light and
projection technology



THERE ARE THOSE WHO LOOK AT 

THINGS THE WAY THEY ARE, AND ASK 

WHY...

I DREAM OF THINGS THAT NEVER 

WERE, AND ASK WHY NOT?

 

ROBERT F. KENNEDY

I ASK: WHY NOT?

Since May 2004, we go, we bring 
and take, we climb high, we 
hang, we build and disassemble. 
About 200 times a year, at a 
wide variety of events, both 
at home and abroad. On our 
wide palette of services you 
can find everything you need at 
an event. Our references and 
loyal customers are more than 
guarantee to the successful 
cooperation in the future.

I ask: why would not you choose 
EventStudio as your technical 
partner for the following event of 
yours?



Why would not you prefer a provider whose main value lies 
in its reliability? In our investments the primary viewpoint is 
high quality and 100% reliability. Do not take any risks!

Why would not you entrust experienced event professionals? 
Our colleagues are highly qualified technicians, who has 
excellent professional competences both in theory and 
practice. Choose professionalism!

EXPERIENCE

COMPETITIVE PRICES

RELIABILITY

Why would not you work with a company that thanks to its 
own fleet of technical devices helps to realize your ideas with 
a flexible attitude to pricing? Do not spend unnecessarily!

RELIABILITY?
Check our list of partners through our web site. From the Allianz to the Erste 
Bank, from the Műcsarnok to the L’Oreal so many business relationships 
demonstrate that reliability is an extraordinary value in the world of events.

EXPERIENCE?
On our blog we regularly post a few lines and some photoes about the events 
in which we took part with our fleet of technical devices. It is no exaggeration: 
you can find more than a thousand posts on our website as well as on our 
previous blogspot. We call the practise gained here: experience.

COMPETITIVE PRICES?
We play with open cards from the very beginning – the prices of our services 
are found in the detailed list of prices. There aren’t any hidden costs, only 
discounts. Our own fleet of technical devices makes it possible that you are 
able to order from one place for a much better price than you ever did before.



tel +36 30 971 8408
email office@eventstudio.hu

web eventstudio.hu
facebook facebook.com/eventstudio.hu


